Reminder: When answering the questions for this episode please remember to be thorough in your explanations. Don’t give me what I call “cheap answers”. A cheap answer is one that is not thoughtful, legible or long enough to give an adequate explanation. Think about what is being asked of you and give me the best response you can. Directions: Today you will tell me five things that happened in each chapter. There are three chapters in this episode so you will have a total of fifteen sentences explaining things that occurred in episode five. All answers in the boxes below have to be in Spanish! No credit for answers in English!! Use the verbs we have studied thus far. Due to the creative nature of these answers no one should have identical sentences. If I see anything in the way of copying I will award no points for the entire paper and I will have a sit down with all of the involved parties. Have fun with this episode and I look forward to your responses. Sr. Heikell

Chapter 1 (Recap)

Chapter 2 (Las Tapas)

Cultural questions
What are Tapas and Raciones?
What does the “Spanish” bar scene look like in Spain? How is it different than that of the USA?

Chapter 3 (?)